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Motivation
Nowadays there isn’t any experiment that allow us seeing how 

molecules move at atomic resolution. We can observe snapshots from 
crystals, snapshots of very populated states in cryo-EM or the overall 

average behaviour of molecules in solution by NMR.

- we want to see things that we 
cannot see with experiments. 

- we want to understand what 
an experiment means. 

- we want to anticipate what will 
happen in some conditions.

- The steps of a chemical reaction in an enzyme 
- The steps of a self assembly process (folding, 

aggregation) 
- The probability distribution of structures 

(ensemble) that represents the outcome of an 
experiment 

- The reaction of a system to some change in the 
experimental conditions, out-of-equilibrium.

Can we use computers to build a microscope to see (build models) how biological 
molecules move and how processes happens?



Structure and Dynamics

Synthesis

what are the mechanisms 
to avoid protein misfolding 
at the early stages?

How does a 
protein fold?

or misfold

Unfolded State Intermediate and
Native state

Bound States

and aggregate?

Oligomers

Amyloids

How does molecular 
recognition works?

and catalysis?

Proteostasis Proteostasis

Chaperons

Function



Mechanisms: how does this work? (What forces are at play? 
What is the free energy of the process? …)



Mechanisms: how does this work? (What forces are at play? 
What is the free energy of the process? …)



Intermolecular interactions: how 
does a ligand bind? 

Is there a first encounter? How 
many possible binding sites? 

Ecc.

Protein Folding: how does a protein 
fold? 

Are there many possible pathways? 
How do mutations affect it?



What is a good 
representation of a molecule?

Molecules are made of atoms that are made of nuclei and electrons, nuclei are made 
of protons and neutrons, that are made of quarks. Structural biology experiments 

allow us to see molecules at atomic resolution and in a fixed chemical configuration, 
this is a molecular perspective (i.e. a molecule is given)

Covalent/Geometry 
O-H distance: 0.9572 Å


H-O-H angle: 104.52

With fluctuations around these average values 

Molecules have covalent 
properties and non-covalent 

interactions

+=



What is a good 
representation of a molecule?

Molecules are made of atoms that are made of nuclei and electrons, nuclei are made 
of protons and neutrons, that are made of quarks. Structural experiments allow us to 

see molecules at atomic resolution and in a fixed chemical configuration, this is a 
molecular perspective (i.e. a molecule is given)

Non-covalent interactions 
Lone pair electrons that can form hydrogen bonds


The oxygen is negatively charged while hydrogens are positively 
charged

Molecules have covalent 
properties and non-covalent 

interactions

+=

qiqj>0

qiqj<0 Attractive	potential

Repulsive	potential
E

rij

Otherwise an O can overlap with an H

Hbond 



What is a good 
representation of a molecule?

Are Coulomb and Lennard-Jones interactions enough for non-covalent interactions?

Ionic interactionsNeutral molecules Pi-stacking

No because the charge of an atom 
is fixed, while in reality it reacts to 

the environment (polarisation)

Yes, interaction energies 
between neutral molecules 
can be reproduced rather 

accurately (dipolar interaction)

Weakly, because the charge of a 
ring is distributed over and below 

the ring (quadrupole)



Molecular Mechanics Force 
Fields
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The� first� three� summations� are� over� bonds� (1-2� interactions),� angles
(1-3� interactions),� and� torsions� (1-4� interactions).� These� are� illustrated� in
Fig.� 1.� The� torsion� term� can� also� include� so-called� ‘‘improper’’� torsions,
where� the� four� atoms� defining� the� angle� are� not� all� connected� by� covalent
bonds;� such� terms� serve� primarily� to� enforce� planarity� around� sp2� central
atoms,� and� other� functional� forms� can� be� used� for� the� same� purpose.� The
final� sum� (over� pairs� of� atoms� i� and� j)� excludes� 1-2� and� 1-3� interactions
and� often� uses� separate� parameters� for� 1-4� interactions� as� compared� with
those� used� for� atoms� separated� by� more� than� three� covalent� bonds.� It
describes� electrostatics� that� use� partial� charges� qi on� each� atom� that
interact� via� Coulomb’s� law.� The� combination� of� dispersion� and� exchange
repulsion� forces� are� represented� by� a� Lennard-Jones� 6-12� potential;� this
is� often� called� the� ‘‘van� der� Waals’’� term.
Equation� 1� is� about� the� simplest� potential� energy� function� that� can

reproduce� the� basic� features� of� protein� energy� landscapes� at� an� atomic
level� of� detail,� and� it� has� proved� to� give� insight� into� a� remarkably� broad
range� of� properties.� The� combination� of� a� potential� energy� function� (as� in
equation� 1)� and� all� the� parameters� that� go� into� it� (kb,� b0,� k�!,� !0,� etc.)
constitutes� a� ‘‘force� field.’’� In� practice,� there� is� a� close� connection� between
the� force� fields� and� the� computer� codes� that� implement� them,� although
this� is� becoming� less� true� now� than� it� used� to� be.
In� section� II,� we� review� some� of� the� history� and� performance� of� widely

used� protein� force� fields� based� on� equation� 1,� or� closely� related� equations.
Sections� III� and� IV� outline� some� promising� developments� that� go� beyond
this, primarily by altering the way electrostatics interactions are treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by
heavy solid lines, nonbonded interactions by a light, dashed line.
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first approx for vibrations 
(anharmonic potential can be used for 

more accurate vibrations) 

geometrical 
consideration 
pi-bonds, etc

point charge 
Coulomb

Dispersions 
(interactions of  

neutral molecules)
excluded volume

Non-covalent

Covalent

1-4



Force Fields

Gromos OPLSAMBER CHARMM

a force field as ~5000-10000 parameters 
there are multiple possible solutions

For each family there are multiple generations and variants. 
Some of them should be used with a specified water models other can be 

used with any. 

Generally speaking newer force fields are better than the older, but some variants are 
yet not enough tested… so read and follow the literature



MD, How?
If we want to study how things move, we need to go to physics…

The action of an external force F on a body produces an acceleration a 
equal to the force divided by he mass m of the body



Important Properties
1. If a force does not depend explicitly on time (is conservative) then the Total Energy of 

the system is conserved.

E=U(x)+EK(v)

Ek =
1

2
mv2 Kinetic Energy (work needed to  

accelerate up to speed v)

F (x) = �rU(x) The force is the negative of the 
gradient of the energy.

Total energy is the sum of the potential 
Energy and the Kinetic energy.

2. If a force does not depend explicitly on time (is 
conservative) then there is a symmetry for time 
inversion, i.e. going back in time is equivalent to 

invert the velocities.



The Euler algorithm

x0 
v0

1. starting position and velocities 
2. calculate forces 
3. calculate new positions 
4. calculate new velocities

ri(t+�t) = ri(t) + vi(t)�t,

vi(t+�t) = vi(t) +
Fi(R)

mi
�t,

vi(t+�t) = vi(t) +
Fi(R)

mi
�t,

ri(t+�t) = ri(t) + vi(t)�t

v(t+�t) = v(t) +
dv(t)

dt
�t+ o(�t2),

r(t+�t) = r(t) +
dr(t)

dt
�t+ o(�t2)

Fi(R) = �riU(R)

in practice velocities are updated using 
forces and are used to update positions

The microscopic world: 
Distances in nm 
Times in ps 
Energies in kJ/mol

Acceleration

Velocity



The Euler algorithm
let’s take for example a 
set of 108 particles with 
LJ interactions (these can 
represent for example He 
atoms)

To test if the Euler algorithm is a good 
algorithm we could for example check 

whether the total energy is conserved.



Energy Conservation in 
Euler

�t = 0.001 �t = 0.0001



Energy Conservation in 
Euler

�t = 0.00001

�t = 0.000001

�t = 0.00001

there is still a systematic drifts

The Euler algorithm cannot conserve the 
energy, there is not a time step for which the 

algorithm can work correctly.  
Can we explain why?



Why Euler does not work?
The Euler algorithm cannot conserve the 
energy, there is not a time step for which the 
algorithm can work correctly. Can we explain 
why? There is a second important property in 
classical physics: time reversibility.

r(t+�t��t) = r(t+�t)� v(t+�t)�t =

= r(t) + v(t)�t� v(t+�t)�t =

= r(t) + v(t)�t� v(t)�t� a(t)�t2 =

= r(t)� a(t)�t2 6= r(t)

What happen if we start in r(t+dt) and we go 
back in time by dt?

We are not back in r(t)! So this algorithm is 
not time-reversible!



A better algorithm: velocity 
Verlet

v
x

Proof of VV time reversibility
r(t+�t��t) = r(t+�t)� v(t+�t)�t+

1

2
a(t+�t)�t2 =

= r(t) + v(t)�t+
1

2
a(t)�t2 � v(t)�t+

� 1

2
a(t)�t2 � 1

2
a(t+�t)�t2 +

1

2
a(t+�t)�t2 =

= r(t)

Start: x(0), v(0), f(0) 
1. calculate velocities at time t+0.5dt: v(t+0.5dt) 
2. calculate positions at time t+dt: x(t+dt) 
3. calculate forces at time t+dt: f(t+dt) 
4. calculate velocities at time t+dt: v(t+dt)

The algorithm

Calculate more accurate velocities 
because then errors go on positions



Velocity Verlet

�t = 0.001
Euler

velocity verlet 
For longer time steps



The simulation box
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The� first� three� summations� are� over� bonds� (1-2� interactions),� angles
(1-3� interactions),� and� torsions� (1-4� interactions).� These� are� illustrated� in
Fig.� 1.� The� torsion� term� can� also� include� so-called� ‘‘improper’’� torsions,
where� the� four� atoms� defining� the� angle� are� not� all� connected� by� covalent
bonds;� such� terms� serve� primarily� to� enforce� planarity� around� sp2� central
atoms,� and� other� functional� forms� can� be� used� for� the� same� purpose.� The
final� sum� (over� pairs� of� atoms� i� and� j)� excludes� 1-2� and� 1-3� interactions
and� often� uses� separate� parameters� for� 1-4� interactions� as� compared� with
those� used� for� atoms� separated� by� more� than� three� covalent� bonds.� It
describes� electrostatics� that� use� partial� charges� qi on� each� atom� that
interact� via� Coulomb’s� law.� The� combination� of� dispersion� and� exchange
repulsion� forces� are� represented� by� a� Lennard-Jones� 6-12� potential;� this
is� often� called� the� ‘‘van� der� Waals’’� term.
Equation� 1� is� about� the� simplest� potential� energy� function� that� can

reproduce� the� basic� features� of� protein� energy� landscapes� at� an� atomic
level� of� detail,� and� it� has� proved� to� give� insight� into� a� remarkably� broad
range� of� properties.� The� combination� of� a� potential� energy� function� (as� in
equation� 1)� and� all� the� parameters� that� go� into� it� (kb,� b0,� k�!,� !0,� etc.)
constitutes� a� ‘‘force� field.’’� In� practice,� there� is� a� close� connection� between
the� force� fields� and� the� computer� codes� that� implement� them,� although
this� is� becoming� less� true� now� than� it� used� to� be.
In� section� II,� we� review� some� of� the� history� and� performance� of� widely

used� protein� force� fields� based� on� equation� 1,� or� closely� related� equations.
Sections� III� and� IV� outline� some� promising� developments� that� go� beyond
this, primarily by altering the way electrostatics interactions are treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by
heavy solid lines, nonbonded interactions by a light, dashed line.
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We need to calculate distances between atoms (N^2 
calculations). So how big should the box be?

Minimum Image Convention
- the distance between to atoms is always the 

minimum with respect to all the neighbour 
images 

- interactions can only be calculated up to a 
distance equal to half of the shortest side of 
the box

12 Chapter 3. Algorithms
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Figure 3.1: Periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions.

better suited to the study of an approximately spherical macromolecule in solution, since fewer
solvent molecules are required to fill the box given a minimum distance between macromolecular
images. At the same time, rhombic dodecahedra and truncated octahedra are special cases of
triclinic unit cells; the most general space-filling unit cells that comprise all possible space-filling
shapes [19]. For this reason, GROMACS is based on the triclinic unit cell.

GROMACS uses periodic boundary conditions, combined with the minimum image convention:
only one – the nearest – image of each particle is considered for short-range non-bonded in-
teraction terms. For long-range electrostatic interactions this is not always accurate enough, and
GROMACS therefore also incorporates lattice sum methods such as Ewald Sum, PME and PPPM.

GROMACS supports triclinic boxes of any shape. The simulation box (unit cell) is defined by the
3 box vectors a,b and c. The box vectors must satisfy the following conditions:

ay = az = bz = 0 (3.1)

ax > 0, by > 0, cz > 0 (3.2)

|bx| 
1

2
ax, |cx| 

1

2
ax, |cy| 

1

2
by (3.3)

Equations 3.1 can always be satisfied by rotating the box. Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) can always
be satisfied by adding and subtracting box vectors.

Even when simulating using a triclinic box, GROMACS always keeps the particles in a brick-
shaped volume for efficiency, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for a 2-dimensional system. Therefore,
from the output trajectory it might seem that the simulation was done in a rectangular box. The
program trjconv can be used to convert the trajectory to a different unit-cell representation.



The simulation box

We need to calculate distances between atoms (N^2 
calculations). So how big should the box be?

Minimum Image Convention
- the distance between to atoms is always the 

minimum with respect to all the neighbour 
images 

- interactions can only be calculated up to a 
distance equal to half of the shortest side of 
the box
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Figure 3.1: Periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions.

better suited to the study of an approximately spherical macromolecule in solution, since fewer
solvent molecules are required to fill the box given a minimum distance between macromolecular
images. At the same time, rhombic dodecahedra and truncated octahedra are special cases of
triclinic unit cells; the most general space-filling unit cells that comprise all possible space-filling
shapes [19]. For this reason, GROMACS is based on the triclinic unit cell.

GROMACS uses periodic boundary conditions, combined with the minimum image convention:
only one – the nearest – image of each particle is considered for short-range non-bonded in-
teraction terms. For long-range electrostatic interactions this is not always accurate enough, and
GROMACS therefore also incorporates lattice sum methods such as Ewald Sum, PME and PPPM.

GROMACS supports triclinic boxes of any shape. The simulation box (unit cell) is defined by the
3 box vectors a,b and c. The box vectors must satisfy the following conditions:

ay = az = bz = 0 (3.1)

ax > 0, by > 0, cz > 0 (3.2)

|bx| 
1

2
ax, |cx| 

1

2
ax, |cy| 

1
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by (3.3)

Equations 3.1 can always be satisfied by rotating the box. Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) can always
be satisfied by adding and subtracting box vectors.

Even when simulating using a triclinic box, GROMACS always keeps the particles in a brick-
shaped volume for efficiency, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for a 2-dimensional system. Therefore,
from the output trajectory it might seem that the simulation was done in a rectangular box. The
program trjconv can be used to convert the trajectory to a different unit-cell representation.

Finite	boxes	create	artifacts	if	they	are	too	small,	to	avoid	this	issue	and	at	the	
same	time	to	keep	the	size of	box	small	PBC	are	commonly	employed.
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The� first� three� summations� are� over� bonds� (1-2� interactions),� angles
(1-3� interactions),� and� torsions� (1-4� interactions).� These� are� illustrated� in
Fig.� 1.� The� torsion� term� can� also� include� so-called� ‘‘improper’’� torsions,
where� the� four� atoms� defining� the� angle� are� not� all� connected� by� covalent
bonds;� such� terms� serve� primarily� to� enforce� planarity� around� sp2� central
atoms,� and� other� functional� forms� can� be� used� for� the� same� purpose.� The
final� sum� (over� pairs� of� atoms� i� and� j)� excludes� 1-2� and� 1-3� interactions
and� often� uses� separate� parameters� for� 1-4� interactions� as� compared� with
those� used� for� atoms� separated� by� more� than� three� covalent� bonds.� It
describes� electrostatics� that� use� partial� charges� qi on� each� atom� that
interact� via� Coulomb’s� law.� The� combination� of� dispersion� and� exchange
repulsion� forces� are� represented� by� a� Lennard-Jones� 6-12� potential;� this
is� often� called� the� ‘‘van� der� Waals’’� term.
Equation� 1� is� about� the� simplest� potential� energy� function� that� can

reproduce� the� basic� features� of� protein� energy� landscapes� at� an� atomic
level� of� detail,� and� it� has� proved� to� give� insight� into� a� remarkably� broad
range� of� properties.� The� combination� of� a� potential� energy� function� (as� in
equation� 1)� and� all� the� parameters� that� go� into� it� (kb,� b0,� k�!,� !0,� etc.)
constitutes� a� ‘‘force� field.’’� In� practice,� there� is� a� close� connection� between
the� force� fields� and� the� computer� codes� that� implement� them,� although
this� is� becoming� less� true� now� than� it� used� to� be.
In� section� II,� we� review� some� of� the� history� and� performance� of� widely

used� protein� force� fields� based� on� equation� 1,� or� closely� related� equations.
Sections� III� and� IV� outline� some� promising� developments� that� go� beyond
this, primarily by altering the way electrostatics interactions are treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by
heavy solid lines, nonbonded interactions by a light, dashed line.
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Electrostatics with cut-off
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r
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V

Cutting off interactions abruptly causes artefacts:
• In water: over-orientation of dipoles: anti-parallel before the
cut-off, parallel beyond the cut-off

• Like charged ions will accumulate just beyond the cut-off

Some artefacts get worse with increasing cut-off distance!!!

This is because Coulomb goes as 1/r, but the surface of the cut-off

sphere goes as r2

GROMACS workshop 2007

Coulomb Interactions



VdW interactionsLennard-Jones potential
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LJ decays fast: !r!6

but the dispersion contributes up to relatively long distances:
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GROMACS workshop 2007

this is correct only for systems that can be considered homogenous farther than 
the cut-off  (check the radial distribution function, is it 1 after the cut-off?)



Dealing with Temperature
If the goal of MD is to calculate an average quantity it does not matter if we calculate it 

at constant energy, or temperature, or other thermodynamic ensembles. In the 
thermodynamic limit average quantities do not depend on this choice. Fluctuation do, so 

if we are interested in probability distributions we need to chose the experimental 
conditions.

24 Macromolecules in an isolated system
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Figure 1.16: The times at which the system re–enters the set A for the two simulations, and the
associated linear fits.

substitutions. For example inserting the directive #define RECURSION 1, the preprocessor
substitutes all the instances where the word RECURSION appear in the code, with the character
1. Be careful, this can be dangerous. If you insert #define en 12, the preprocessor will change all
appearences of fopen with fop12.

Consequently, insert #define RECURSION 1 in md.3.h, to activate the part of the code
concerning the calculation of recursion time and to making print every single recursion instance.

Exercise 1.7 Calculate the temperature of the system at energy 11.74 kJ/mol, using the ini-
tial consitions initialchain.1.xyz and initialchain.2.x, having respectively E1 = 11.74 kJ/mol
and E2 = 11.94 kJ/mol. ⌅

Since the code writes to the file the absolute time ti at which the ith recursion occurs, recursion
times are approximately tr = ti+1 � ti. However, we need the average, that is

t =
Ân

i ti

n
=

t1 � t0 + t2 � t1 + ...+ tn � tn�1

n
=

tn � t0
n

, (1.41)

which is very simple to calculate. For example, we found (see Fig. ??) t(E1) = 533 and
t(E2) = 973, and thus the temperature of the system is

T =
E2 �E1

k log t(E2)
t(E1)

=
0.2 kJ/mol

k log(973/533)
= 43.2K. (1.42)

Note that the precision of the result depends on the length of the simulation: for short simulations
the error bars can be large.

1.5.2 The equipartition theorem
This is not the most convenient way of calculating the temperature in the microcanonical
ensemble. Usually this is calculated in another way, through the equipartition theorem. The
average kinetic energy is of a system of N atoms is

hKi =
3
2

NkT (1.43)

which can be calculated from the simulation. In fact, the second column of the output file is the
instantaneous kinetic energy. The average can be easily calculated with awk, that is a line–based
script language. To calculate the average of the second column of the file output.dat one can digit

Equipartition Theorem gives us a definition for the temperature

We want an algorithm to obtain the correct average kinetic energy with an accuracy that 
is the standard error of the mean over our number of particles.

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:  a dynamic process 
whose equilibrium distribution is a gaussian. 

K0 =
3

2
NfkT,

K(t+�t) = K(t) + (K0 �K(t))
�t

⌧T
+ 2

s
K(t)K0

Nf

dW
p
⌧T

,

v(t+�t) = v(t+�t)

s
K(t+�t)

K(t)
At step 0 compute forces {x(0), v(0), f(0)}
1. update kinetic energy 
2. update velocities 
3. update positions

4. calculate forces 
5. update velocities 
6. update kinetic energy



From the beginning…
Structure preparation: 

correct sequence, 
missing hydrogens, etc

pH, set the protonation 
state of amino acids

Box size, is it too small? 
Is the box too large?

Solutions conditions, 
water, denaturants, salts, 

others



From the beginning…

Energy Minimisation Do the structure looks 
good?

Thermalisation (at what 
temperature?)

Equilibration of the 
Density (at what 

pressure?)
Ready to Begin!



From the beginning…

Ready to Begin!?

Can I observe the 
process I want multiple 
times on the time scale 

of my MD?

Enhanced Sampling 
Coarse Graining/
Simple models

Too bad…
Too which extent the 

answer I am looking for 
could depend on my 

former choices?
Design of a control 

simulation/experiment



Analysis
In a MD simulation you calculate position, velocities, forces for all the atoms of a system 

for every time-step, once again with a simulation of 100AA (~1000 Atoms) in a box with 5000 
water molecules (15000 atoms) this means 16000 atoms, that means 16000x(3+3+3)=144000 

numbers per frame of simulation. This numbers uses 4 bytes each, this means 0.5Mb per 
frame.

If we run at 200ns/day, with a time 
step 0.002 ps, this means 

100,000,000 frames per day, that 
means 50,000,000Mb/day = 50Tb/
day ~ 5Tb/day if you zip the data.

We will see later why we don’t need 
to save all these data, even if we 
should be careful about choosing 

the frequency at which we save the 
information

RMSD: root mean square deviation of the positions 
with respect to a reference configuration
RMSF: root mean square fluctuations of the 
positions with respect to a reference configuration
Gr: Gyration radius, the distribution of the atoms 
around the centre of mass
DIH: dihedral angles
H-bonds: distance and angle

Distances: between any couple of atoms, or centre 
of masses of groups of atoms

Coordination: how many atoms are closer than 
some distance to another atom



Analysis
Given that we have positions, velocities and forces for all the atoms this means that we 

can analyse any property that can be defined using these quantities:

SAXS: root mean square deviation of the positions 
with respect to a reference configuration

NMR: quantities like JCoupling, NOE and chemical 
shifts can be calculated using approximate 
functions

Surface: how large is the surface of the system

Density: the ratio between mass and volume

But the key point is that we have 
the TIME EVOLUTION of these 

quantities

If we run at 200ns/day, with a time 
step 0.002 ps, this means 

100,000,000 frames per day, that 
means 50,000,000Mb/day = 50Tb/
day ~ 5Tb/day if you zip the data.

We will see later why we don’t need 
to save all these data, even if we 
should be careful about choosing 

the frequency at which we save the 
information



Analysis
But the key point is that we have the TIME EVOLUTION of these quantities

After superimposition



Analysis
But the key point is that we have the TIME EVOLUTION of these quantities



Time Averages and 
Correlated data

Time averages are the same of ensemble averages if the time is long enough.

180

270

90

This because time evolution is correlated, that is two successive frames are not 
independent, but actually the latter is  a consequence of the former



Time correlation
Autocorrelation function is a correlation:

Let’s now consider time differences, 

And consider the average over all times t

For tau=0 C(tau)=1

Correlation time is key to determine whether we are 
allowed or not to calculate averages over time



Time correlation

t=0.5ps

t=15ps

This is the time after which the data are not correlated anymore



Evaluating Convergence 
and Calculating Errors

Equilibrium: results do not depend any more by the length of the simulation. So averages 
over multiple blocks of the simulations at some point should give the same results (limit: this is 
always true for very short simulations and for trapped simulations)

So probably we are still missing something!



Evaluating Convergence 
and Calculating Errors

Equilibrium: results do not depend any more by the length of the simulation. So averages 
over multiple blocks of the simulations at some point should give the same results (limit: this is 
always true for very short simulations and for trapped simulations)

<phi>=-1.751
Calculate the average over four blocks: 

0-2500, 2500-5000, …

<phi>=-1.756,-1.745,-1.759,-1,742

sqrt(((-1.756+1.751)^2+(-1.745+1.751)^2+(-1.759+1.751)^2+(-1.742+1.751)^2)/(4*(4-1)))=0.004 

err~0.015

Then you repeat the calculation for more and more blocks (i.e. averaging over 
shorter times)



Evaluating Convergence 
and Calculating Errors

err~0.15

Even if we cannot say for sure that we have sampled everything that is relevant, we can 
say that at least locally we have converged estimates of the averages of these dihedral 

with some error.



Time step, time scales and 
probabilities

time-step ~ 10-15s

an MD simulation for a 100AA 
protein can run at most 
at 200 ns/day

1 DAY 10 DAYs

100 DAYs

1000 DAYs

the probability of observing an event with a lifetime of 1ms with a simulation  
of 10us is ~ 1% in the case of a two state kinetics

Secondary

Structures

Protein Folding Aggregation



More on statistical 
equilibrium

If a close system is in equilibrium here we mean that the average properties are the same if 
observed over time or over space (ensemble) or over both. Furthermore the behaviour of a 

single molecule in time (if the time is long enough) is the same of the behaviour of all the 
molecules at a given time. This is call ERGODICITY and is the basic principle that makes 

computer simulation useful!

This notion of equilibrium (if you want intra-molecular equilibrium) is also valid if we look at molecular 
interactions (inter-molecular equilibrium), that is for example the fraction of bound and unbound molecules in 
a solution should be the same of the fraction of time spent bound and free for a single couple of molecules.

Although dynamical measurements (movies) must agree with ensemble measurements (snapshots) the latter lack 
dynamical information: for example you can say in both case what is the fraction of a conformational state or of a 
bound state but in the first case you can also say how long molecules are in a given state, I.e. the life time or the 

rate of a reaction.

Non-equilibrium measurements refer to studies where the system is suddenly perturbed (by temperature, 
chemical agents, etc) and so average quantities will change over time.



Statistics and Mechanics
What is the connection between statistics and mechanics?

That is the Boltzmann equation:

Let’s look at this pdf in more detail:

Conformations and velocities are independent. This means that we can study them separately. The 
distribution of the velocities does not affect the distribution of the configurations. Furthermore the 
distribution of the velocity is Gaussian, so it is easy to integrate it.

So for all practical purposes we can just ignore the velocity:

This gives a link between the energy of a conformation and the 
probability of observing it



Statistics and Mechanics
What is the connection between statistics and mechanics?

That is the Boltzmann equation:

The probability of a conformation (microstate) is proportional (exponentially) to minus its energy 
and inversely proportional to kBT (Boltzmann constant times Temperature).

T (K) T (C) kBT (kJ/
mol)

kBT (kcal/
mol)

273.15 0 2.27 0.54

293.15 20 2.44 0.58

300.00 26.85 2.49 0.60

310.15 37 2.58 0.62

1. Lower energy conformations are more likely than high 
energy ones.


2. Relative probabilities become more equal as temperature 
increases.

In principle we can normalise it and get the complete 
probability distribution, but let's think of a force field, to 

calculate the normalisation we need to calculate the energy 
for all possible conformations.

We have a problem of SAMPLING.



…Mechanics
The mechanical problem of the accessible time-scales in MD is translated in statistical 

terms in a SAMPLING problem. To estimate probabilities we need many many 
conformations. Convergence becomes the problem of understanding whether the 

conformations we got are enough to say something relevant.

The normalisation constant is usually called 
(configurational) Partition Function

Given a sampling we can always estimate the pdf by 
normalising it over the sampled conformations

Given a sampling it is possible to calculate averages 
(e.g. the average RMSD, …)

In practice in MD/MC we don’t need to calculate any integral. What we should know is 
what is the pdf we are trying to estimate (the Boltzmann distribution).



A B

States, Probabilities and 
Free-Energy

State: is a collection of configurations (microstates), ideally belonging to the same potential 
energy basin.

A simple 1D potential energy Here we can visually define two states A and B for the two basins, 
e.g. all the conformations belonging to A and to B

A B

The Free-Energy is the “effective” energy of a state, i.e. the energy that will give the 
same probability



Time scales means Free 
Energy Barrier

Rate Barrier(kcal/mol)
ps-1 ~1
ns-1 ~5
µs-1 ~10
ms-1 ~14
s-1 ~18

Two problems: 
1. Find the reaction coordinate, 

i.e. the optimal direction for 
the reaction 

2. Cross the barrier



Free Energy Methods
How can we tweak probabilities to make more likely the observation of important 

configurations? 

Boltzmann distribution:

Force field: V� !r�" #
X

bonds
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The� first� three� summations� are� over� bonds� (1-2� interactions),� angles
(1-3� interactions),� and� torsions� (1-4� interactions).� These� are� illustrated� in
Fig.� 1.� The� torsion� term� can� also� include� so-called� ‘‘improper’’� torsions,
where� the� four� atoms� defining� the� angle� are� not� all� connected� by� covalent
bonds;� such� terms� serve� primarily� to� enforce� planarity� around� sp2� central
atoms,� and� other� functional� forms� can� be� used� for� the� same� purpose.� The
final� sum� (over� pairs� of� atoms� i� and� j)� excludes� 1-2� and� 1-3� interactions
and� often� uses� separate� parameters� for� 1-4� interactions� as� compared� with
those� used� for� atoms� separated� by� more� than� three� covalent� bonds.� It
describes� electrostatics� that� use� partial� charges� qi on� each� atom� that
interact� via� Coulomb’s� law.� The� combination� of� dispersion� and� exchange
repulsion� forces� are� represented� by� a� Lennard-Jones� 6-12� potential;� this
is� often� called� the� ‘‘van� der� Waals’’� term.
Equation� 1� is� about� the� simplest� potential� energy� function� that� can

reproduce� the� basic� features� of� protein� energy� landscapes� at� an� atomic
level� of� detail,� and� it� has� proved� to� give� insight� into� a� remarkably� broad
range� of� properties.� The� combination� of� a� potential� energy� function� (as� in
equation� 1)� and� all� the� parameters� that� go� into� it� (kb,� b0,� k�!,� !0,� etc.)
constitutes� a� ‘‘force� field.’’� In� practice,� there� is� a� close� connection� between
the� force� fields� and� the� computer� codes� that� implement� them,� although
this� is� becoming� less� true� now� than� it� used� to� be.
In� section� II,� we� review� some� of� the� history� and� performance� of� widely

used� protein� force� fields� based� on� equation� 1,� or� closely� related� equations.
Sections� III� and� IV� outline� some� promising� developments� that� go� beyond
this, primarily by altering the way electrostatics interactions are treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by
heavy solid lines, nonbonded interactions by a light, dashed line.
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Free Energy profile (potential of mean force):



Free Energy Methods
How can we tweak probabilities to make more likely the observation of important 

configurations? 

Boltzmann distribution:

1. The probability density function depends on the Temperature, so by changing the temperature we change the 
probability. In particular we increase the probability of observing high-energy conformations.

By increasing the temperature we are actually looking at different pdf. The key point is that we want to use a 
higher temperature to learn about the pdf at the temperature of interest. This concept fall under the name 

reweighing.

It is immediately evident that the strength of this approach is that it doesn’t need any particular input from the 
user. This is essentially not knowledge based. On the negative side there is not a strong control, it does not allow 

to focus the sampling towards a particular goal.



Free Energy Methods
How can we tweak probabilities to make more likely the observation of important 

configurations? 

Boltzmann distribution:

2. The probability density function depends on the Force Field, so by changing the force field we change the 
probability. In particular we can decrease the interaction energy of some specific term.

By decreasing the contribution of dihedral angles for example we speed up the motion of the backbone and side 
chains but we are actually looking at different pdf. The key point is that we want to use a different force field to 

learn about the pdf for the original force field of interest. This concept fall under the name reweighing.
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The� first� three� summations� are� over� bonds� (1-2� interactions),� angles
(1-3� interactions),� and� torsions� (1-4� interactions).� These� are� illustrated� in
Fig.� 1.� The� torsion� term� can� also� include� so-called� ‘‘improper’’� torsions,
where� the� four� atoms� defining� the� angle� are� not� all� connected� by� covalent
bonds;� such� terms� serve� primarily� to� enforce� planarity� around� sp2� central
atoms,� and� other� functional� forms� can� be� used� for� the� same� purpose.� The
final� sum� (over� pairs� of� atoms� i� and� j)� excludes� 1-2� and� 1-3� interactions
and� often� uses� separate� parameters� for� 1-4� interactions� as� compared� with
those� used� for� atoms� separated� by� more� than� three� covalent� bonds.� It
describes� electrostatics� that� use� partial� charges� qi on� each� atom� that
interact� via� Coulomb’s� law.� The� combination� of� dispersion� and� exchange
repulsion� forces� are� represented� by� a� Lennard-Jones� 6-12� potential;� this
is� often� called� the� ‘‘van� der� Waals’’� term.
Equation� 1� is� about� the� simplest� potential� energy� function� that� can

reproduce� the� basic� features� of� protein� energy� landscapes� at� an� atomic
level� of� detail,� and� it� has� proved� to� give� insight� into� a� remarkably� broad
range� of� properties.� The� combination� of� a� potential� energy� function� (as� in
equation� 1)� and� all� the� parameters� that� go� into� it� (kb,� b0,� k�!,� !0,� etc.)
constitutes� a� ‘‘force� field.’’� In� practice,� there� is� a� close� connection� between
the� force� fields� and� the� computer� codes� that� implement� them,� although
this� is� becoming� less� true� now� than� it� used� to� be.
In� section� II,� we� review� some� of� the� history� and� performance� of� widely

used� protein� force� fields� based� on� equation� 1,� or� closely� related� equations.
Sections� III� and� IV� outline� some� promising� developments� that� go� beyond
this, primarily by altering the way electrostatics interactions are treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by
heavy solid lines, nonbonded interactions by a light, dashed line.
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Free Energy Methods
How can we tweak probabilities to make more likely the observation of important 

configurations? 

Boltzmann distribution:

3. The probability density function depends on the Energy, so by changing the energy we change the probability. 
In particular we can add a new constant energy term.

In particular we can add a potential to modify the pdf along a specific conformational parameter. For example we 
could try to flatten the pdf in some specific direction.

This allows to increase the probability of observing configurations along specific reaction coordinates.

Again since we will observe a new pdf we should make it in such a way to go back to the original one.



Free Energy Methods
How can we tweak probabilities to make more likely the observation of important 

configurations? 

Boltzmann distribution:

4. The probability density function depends on the Energy, so by changing the energy we change the probability. 
In particular we can add a new time-dependent energy term.

In particular we can add a potential to modify the pdf along a specific conformational parameter. For example we 
could try to flatten the pdf in some specific direction.

One problem is that often we don’t know the PMF along a coordinate a priori so we would like to add an adaptive 
potential (a time-dependent potential) that uses what we learn on-the-fly.

This allows to increase the probability of observing configurations along specific reaction coordinates.

Again since we will observe a new pdf we should make it in such a way to go back to the original one.



Enhanced Sampling

Collective variable
Methods

3. Umbrella Sampling 
4. Metadynamics

Extended Ensemble Methods

1. Parallel Tempering 



Parallel Tempering
At least in principle if we know all the configurations we can obtain the pdf at any temperature

It is enough to recalculate the formula using a different 
temperature. But as we already discussed we are never 
in this condition. So this is useless.

What is instead the pdf for two copies of the same system at two different temperatures? 

This is the joint probability of observing two 
configurations from the same force field at two different 
temperatures.

In principle we can take conformations obtained from the simulation at high temperature and bring them at low 
temperature and vice versa. We could do it only if we are not going to change the equilibrium:

T’

T
x

x’



Parallel Tempering
T’

T
x

x’
The probability of exchange is the same as the joint probability for x’->x and x->x’ 
at their own temperatures

At equilibrium the flux in one 
direction is the same of the 
flux in the opposite 

Taking the joint probability:



Parallel Tempering
T’

T
x

x’ Apart from the math what happen in practice is that we have two (many) MD at 
many temperatures, and with some frequency an exchange is attempted between 
configurations at different temperature. This is done using a Metropolis-Monte-
Carlo simulation, with a probability of acceptance given by:

system was equilibrated for 10 ps at T1. Then, with the final
coordinates from the latter simulation and velocities sampled
from the Boltzmann distribution at T2, the system was equili-
brated for 10 ps at T2, and so forth. From these simulations
!10 ps per temperature", we calculated the average potential
energy at each temperature, and by using Eq. !9" determined
the weights, which are listed as initial weights in Table I.
Notice that Eq. !9" determines the weights gn up to an arbi-
trary constant. In this illustration, we simply choose the con-
stant such that #n=1

K gn=0.
Starting with these weights, we performed simulated tem-

pering for 100 ns. Temperature transitions were attempted
every 1 ps, and the weights were updated every 1 ns accord-
ing to the adaptive weighting scheme of Ref. $9%. A velocity
rescaling scheme $19% was used so that kinetic energy terms
cancel out in calculating !H in Eq. !3"; thus, potential en-
ergy alone plays the role of Hamiltonian. The potential en-
ergy distributions at each temperature are shown in Fig. 2,
which shows reasonable overlaps between neighboring tem-
peratures.

The results of the simulated tempering run are summa-
rized in Tables I and II and Figs. 3 and 4. We note that the

system was able to explore all the given temperatures even
before any update of weights !Fig. 3" and that the weights
did not change considerably over the course of 100 adaptive
weighting steps $Table I and Fig. 4!a"%. We conclude that the
initial weights estimated with Eq. !9" were already nearly
optimal.

This conclusion is further supported by the acceptance
ratio and the histogram entropy. The acceptance ratio fluctu-
ates around 0.5 and does not show any significant improve-
ment as the adaptive weighting progresses $Fig. 4!b"%. Fur-
thermore, acceptance ratio is more or less uniform over the
different transitions !Table II". The histogram entropy is de-
fined as

Hhist ª ! #
n=1

K
Cn

Ctot
ln

Cn

Ctot
, !10"

where Cn is the number of times that the nth temperature is
sampled and Ctotª#n=1

K Cn. It measures the degree of unifor-

TABLE I. Temperatures and weights. Initial weights were deter-
mined by Eq. !9". Final weights were obtained after 100 steps
!100 ns" of adaptive weighting. Also listed are the frequencies at
which each temperature was sampled over the entire course of the
simulated tempering run.

Temperature
!K" Initial weight Final weight Frequency

296 !1843.8 !1843.4 0.086
300 !1399.8 !1399.5 0.093
304 !970.0 !969.5 0.098
308 !553.2 !552.7 0.098
312 !148.8 !148.5 0.101
316 243.6 243.6 0.103
320 624.5 624.1 0.102
324 994.0 993.4 0.102
328 1352.5 1352.0 0.105
332 1701.0 1700.4 0.111

TABLE II. Acceptance ratios, over the entire course of the
simulated tempering run.

Transition Acceptance ratio Transition Acceptance ratio

296!300 0.49 300!296 0.45
300!304 0.49 304!300 0.47
304!308 0.47 308!304 0.48
308!312 0.49 312!308 0.48
312!316 0.50 316!312 0.50
316!320 0.49 320!316 0.52
320!324 0.49 324!320 0.54
324!328 0.50 328!324 0.53
328!332 0.51 332!328 0.52
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FIG. 2. Distribution of potential energy at each temperature,
obtained from the entire simulated tempering run. From left to right,
T1=296 K, . . . ,T10=332 K. Smooth curves were produced by the
cubic spline interpolation of histograms of 10 bins.
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FIG. 3. Change of temperature during the simulated tempering
run. Top: the entire course. Bottom: the first and the last
nanosecond.
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So a simulation will move in time and temperature.

The result is that one obtains at once the temperature 
dependence of the system. The cons is that the probability 
of exchange decreases a lot with the system size, so for 
large system one could easily need hundreds of replicas. 
The other cons is that lack of control of the sampling. For 
example if we are interested in conformational changes and 
not in protein unfolding, the temperature can be dangerous 
because the protein can unfold and it can take a long time 
before refolding.



Parallel Tempering
Alanine dipeptide: 

ACE-ALA-NME

The expectation for this 
system is to sample three 
relevant conformations.

A relatively long MD (80ns) at 300K samples only the 
left region:

G
(kcal/m

ol)

phi

ps
i

ph
i

time(ps)

ps
i

phi

A longer simulation could sample the right region as 
well, but how longer? Alternatively here we run 8 
simulations at 8 different temperature for 10ns each 
(the same total simulation time)



G
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Parallel Tempering
300K 330K 365K

405K 453K 510K

579K 663K

G
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G
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Simulations at higher 
temperature explore a larger 

conformational space and thus 
help also the exploration at 

lower temperature



Parallel Tempering
By looking a the free energy projected only on phi it 
is clear that the free energy in this case does not 
change with the temperature, so using higher 
temperature here is par t icu lar ly efficient . 
Furthermore form the barrier estimate of ~10kcal/mol 
we could say that we would have needed a 1us 
simulation to sample this conformational change! We 
got the result with 80ns so we have speed up the 
simulation by a factor >10

This is an extreme case, usually the free energy will 
change with the temperature, think at proteins, the 

higher the temperature the more is gonna be 
populated  the unfolded state. In this case the high 

temperature will not help too much.

This is the first limitation of PT.



Parallel Tempering: Pros and 
Cons

1. Free Energy changes with temperature  
2. The number of replicas needed increases with system size:

In order to have a good probability of exchange

The histograms of the potential energy should 
overlap significantly (~10-30%), here it means that 

we could have used even less replicas, the overlap is 
very high, but for real system in water (here we are in 

vacuum) the temperature difference needed can 
become of the order ~ 1-10K.

3. The speed up is general, it is not focus on a specific 
process of interest, so in principle we could be faster



Umbrella Sampling
The former methods allow speeding up the sampling without addition of knowledge. 

Oftentimes we have ideas on how a process should work

For example:  
1. alanine dipeptide: the conformational change is related to phi-psi; 
2. ligand-binding: the binding requires a decrease in the distance ligand-binding-site 
3. maybe one knows the initial and final structure of a conformational change 
4. … 

How can we get the free energy profile over one (few) conformational parameters?
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Umbrella Sampling
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Umbrella Sampling
Many simulations are performed each one centred around a specific value of a 

conformational parameter



Umbrella Sampling
Many simulations are performed each one centred around a specific value of a 

conformational parameter
phi 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

In this way we can force 
the simulation to sample 
regions that would not 

normally sample



Umbrella Sampling
The problem is how to use this to go back to the original force-field behaviour?

Qualitatively the idea is that each simulation will give a local estimate and that we need 
to merge them together: 

G
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Metadynamics

G

CV
Start End

As a last case we will see how we can 
build a bias to speed up the simulation 

that learns by going. 

This means that we learn by the 
simulation that we have already run and 

modify the potential along a specific 
direction

What is the information we are 
learning during the course of a 

simulation?



Metadynamics

In a standard MD the probability of visiting a 
conformation is constant 

This means that if two states are separated by a barrier 
it will be unlikely to cross the barrier (low probability) 

and visit a different state



Metadynamics

We can add a bias 
proportional to the time 

spent in a particular 
region. The problem is this 

never ends.

== 0
The original idea of 

metadynamics was to 
try to make the 

probability of visiting 
any conformation 

equal. But this result in 
making likely also very 

uninteresting 
configurations. 



Metadynamics

We can add a bias 
proportional to the time 

spent in a particular 
region. But counting every 

addition as 1/t

=== 0

In Well-Tempered 
Metadynamics the idea 

is to increase to 
rescale the probability 
only of conformations 

up to some energy 
defined from a 
parameter ΔT



Metadynamics
phi

Now this is done with a single 10ns 
simulation (so 8x faster than PT or US)

phi



Metadynamics
phi psi

We can now easily  run it in 
more than 1D (2 or 3, not 

much more)



Choosing CV can be tricky
Projections are tricky:

psi With US and MTD the big issue is not anymore 
how to speed up the sampling but how to 

choose a good reaction coordinate. We cannot 
choose many because the method is 

exponentially slower with the number of CVs.



Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulation can provide a time-resolved picture of biological 

phenomena at atomistic resolution.  

The resulting model are affected by at least three sources of error 

- Quality of the physical model employed 
- Extent of the sampling 
- Correctness in the extrapolation of the information

When they work correctly they allow 
- identifying relevant forces at play in a process 
- predict the effect of external agents a process 
- visualise processes in action 
- provide structural representation of statistical processes


